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Dr. Miinala Marketing, a digital marketing agency in Mercer, PA, has announced the availability of a
snapshot report for its realtor clients. This is aimed as the first step in enhancing their online presence
and visibility, and helping them to find the right buyers and investors for land, buildings, and property.
In so doing, the company aims to help its clients increase their financial advantage and revenue. The
free report has been made available to realtors so that they can understand their current situation,
particularly with regards to their online reputation.
Dr. Miinala herself says: "We offer a completely new online reputation management system that
makes local marketing easier than ever. What makes our system unique is that it is targeted as
specific niches, such as the real estate market. With proven techniques to increase your reputation,
we are ready to take you to the next level. We encourage anyone to take advantage of our snapshot
report in order to see just what we can do for them."
As shown on her LinkedIn business page, Dr. Miinala has a wealth of experience in improving the
online standing of companies that she has worked with. Originally, she focused specifically on
attorneys, but she has now expanded this to other areas, including the real estate market and even
dress shops. Through her system, she helps these companies build a solid reputation on their local
market, attracting more traffic to their website, and turning them into solid customers.
Real estate agents and other realtors interested in working with the new system by Dr. Miinala

Marketing are encouraged to first visit her website in order to access the free report. This will give
them a snapshot of where they are, as well as making it clear where they could be.
Dr. Miinala also encourages everyone to like her Facebook page. She says: "I share a lot of
information that is pertinent to the world of digital advertising, online marketing, reputation
management, and specific industries and niches. By liking the Facebook page, people can stay up to
date with the latest developments, and get involved in the conversation in terms of how to apply these
developments to their own situation."
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